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genome? To what extent do the particular as-
sumptions made in the analysis (e.g., inde-
pendence of sites, evolutionary model, same
substitution rate across sites) affect the num-
ber and type of local maxima? Such questions
provide a rich source for investigation into
the ef�ciencies of phylogenetic reconstruc-
tion methods.
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Sang and Zhong (2000) proposed a test to
distinguish between hybridization and lin-
eage sorting, two of the many evolutionary
processes that can produce discordant gene
trees. Consider two gene trees for three taxa
A, B, and C (Fig. 1A,B). If B and C are sister
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taxa on gene tree 1, and A and B are sister
taxa on gene tree 2, then either taxon B is a
hybrid species (Fig. 1C), or one of the gene
trees is incorrect because of lineage sorting
(Fig. 1D,E). When faced with these two
discordant gene trees, Sang and Zhong
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FIGURE 1. Gene trees and species trees of ingroup
taxa A, B, and C, and outgroup taxon O. Ti and Tk are
the divergence times between taxa A and C on gene trees
1 and 2, respectively. T1 represents the speciation event
between taxa A and C. (a) Gene tree 1. O1 , A1 , B1, and
C1 are the sequences of taxa O, A, B, and C, respectively.
(b) Gene tree 2. (c) Under the hybridization hypothe-
sis, the species tree (outlined by thick, solid lines) shows
taxon B intermediate between taxa A and C. Both gene
trees are drawn inside of the species tree. Gene 1 is in-
dicated in solid gray lines, and gene 2 is in solid black
lines. (d) Under lineage sorting, the species tree (out-
lined by thick, solid lines) and gene tree 1 (solid gray
lines) are in agreement. (e) Under lineage sorting, gene
tree 2 disagrees with the species tree. Tk indicates the
origin of the ancestral polymorphism, and T1 is the spe-
ciation event between taxa A/B and C. The solid black
lines represent one allele of gene 2 uniting taxa A and
B, and the dashed black lines indicate the other allele,
which is �xed in taxon C.

(hereafter referred to as S&Z) recommended
calculating a test statistic based on the diver-
gence time of taxa A and C on each tree. If the
two estimates of divergence time are equal,
hybridization is favored; if the two estimates
are not equal, lineage sorting is supported.
This test implicitly assumes that the variance
in coalescence times of genes is negligible,
except in cases of lineage sorting. However,
in real data, coalescence times vary among
genes, regardless of whether lineage sorting
is a problem. The S&Z statistic may be able
to detect a difference in coalescence times
between two genes, but we will show that
this statistic does not reliably discriminate
between hybridization and lineage sorting.

S&Z estimated the time of divergence
between taxa A and C on gene tree 1
and gene tree 2 as Ti and Tk , respectively
(Fig. 1A,B), and designated the true time

of the speciation event leading to A and C
as T1. They assumed that if hybridization
explains the discordant gene topologies,
then Ti and Tk must both date the speciation
event between taxa A and C (T1 D Ti D
Tk ; Fig. 1C). Hybridization is therefore sup-
ported when the difference between Ti and
Tk is not signi�cantly different from zero.
In contrast, if lineage sorting is responsible
for the disagreement among gene trees, the
coalescence time for one of the genes (gene
2, Fig. 1E) dates the origin of an ancestral
polymorphism as preceding the speciation
event (Tk > T1). Thus, if the difference be-
tween Ti and Tk is signi�cantly greater than
zero, their model implies lineage sorting.

COALESCENCE TIMES

The assumptions that Ti and Tk should
date the speciation event (T1) in the case of
hybridization and that Ti should date the
speciation event when lineage sorting is in-
volved are incorrect. Ti and Tk are better cal-
culated by summing the time since the spe-
ciation event (T1) and the time at which the
alleles for each of the genes were distinct in
the population of the last common ancestor.
We will refer to the coalescence time of the
alleles A and C in the population of the last
common ancestor as CTi and CTk . Thus, Ti
would actually equal the sum of T1 and a
coalescence time (CTi), and Tk would be the
sum of T1 and a different coalescence time
(CTk ). Detecting a difference between these
two divergence times does not necessarily
support the lineage sorting hypothesis. In-
deed, one may detect a signi�cant difference
in coalescence times between the two genes
(Ti 6D Tk) when actually a hybridization event
is responsible for the pattern of discordance
between the gene trees.

Under the hybridization hypothesis, the
expected coalescence times for both genes
(CTi and CTk ) should be drawn from an ex-
ponential distribution (Hudson, 1982). For a
gene undergoing lineage sorting, the distri-
bution of coalescence times for the gene in the
ancestral population (CTk ) should be drawn
from a different distribution. If A and B are
sister to each other on one gene tree because
of ancestral polymorphism, then the diver-
gence of their alleles precedes T1 by one coa-
lescence time. CTk is sum of this coalescence
time and the time to coalescence between
the allele found in C and the last common
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FIGURE 2. The coalescence times CTi (solid line) and
CTk (dashed line) for a population size of 1,000, a se-
quence length of 1,000, and a mutation rate of 1 £
10¡9 . CTi is calculated by using the standard exponen-
tial equation for the coalescence time in a population of
1,000. CTk is the deepest coalescence time of three alleles
in a population, conditional on there being at least one
parsimony-informative mutation in the genealogy.

ancestor of the alleles in A and B. Because
lineage sorting will create a problem for phy-
logeny estimation only when a mutation oc-
curs uniting A and B, the calculation of this
second coalescence time must be altered so
that the times are drawn from a distribution
of coalescence times, given that there is a mu-
tation. The expectation is that CTk is larger
under the lineage sorting hypothesis than
under hybridization, as S&Z suggest, but the
difference is slight compared with the large
variance in coalescence times (Fig. 2).

S IMULATIONS

S&Z presented simulations to demon-
strate that their statistic can detect a
signi�cant difference between Ti and Tk
when these divergence times differ by 1–2
million years. Unfortunately, they failed to
simulate any variance in coalescence time,
and Figure 2 illustrates that the distributions
for CTi and CTk (and therefore Ti and
Tk ) have high variance and are broadly
overlapping. To account for this variation,
we repeated the �rst set of simulations
described by S&Z, using the same species
tree (outgroup separated from A and C by
15 million years, and A separated from C
by 10 million years), sequence length (1,000
bases), and mutation rate (1 change per site
per 109 years). Unlike S&Z, we accounted for
variation in coalescence times by using the

two distributions described above. Because
the effective population size of a gene deter-
mines the distribution of its coalescence
times, we simulated data over a range of
population sizes (101–105; see Table 1). For
each set of parameters we simulated 1,000
datasets under the hybridization hypothesis
(all coalescence times were drawn from
the standard coalescence distribution) and
1,000 datasets under the lineage sorting
hypothesis (coalescence times for gene 1
were drawn from the standard coalescence
time distribution; for gene 2, a mutation
was added to the branch leading to taxon
A, and the coalescence time was drawn
from the distribution of coalescence times
given that at least one mutation occurred
while the alleles were in the last common
ancestor). For each dataset we calculated the
S&Z statistic, 1o. This statistic is expected to
be zero under the hybridization model but
different from zero under the lineage sorting
hypothesis. To judge whether a simulated
dataset rejected the null hypothesis of hy-
bridization, 500 bootstrap replicates of that
dataset were used to assess the variance of
1o. To replicate the approach used by S&Z,
we then calculated a z-statistic by dividing
1o by its standard deviation, using the
bootstrap method (based on the two-tailed
critical values of the z-test, z > 1.96 indicates
that the null hypothesis is rejected at the 5%
level, and z > 2.57 rejects the null hypothesis
at the 1% level). We found that the 1o statis-
tic was signi�cantly different from zero only
about 5% of the time whether the data were
simulated under hybridization or lineage
sorting under a wide range of population
sizes. When simulating with very large

TABLE 1. The number of simulations in which Sang
and Zhong’s 1o statistic was signi�cantly different from
0 (at ® D 0.05 and 0.01), out of 1,000 simulations of hy-
bridization and lineage sorting under conditions de-
scribed in the text. Simulations were performed at �ve
different effective population sizes. The data below were
simulated by assuming the �rst speciation event oc-
curred 15 million years ago.

Hybridization Lineage sorting

Effective pop. size ® D 0.05 ® D 0.01 ® D 0.05 ® D 0.01

1,000 51 10 53 12
10,000 52 13 57 9

100,000 52 9 55 15
1,000,000 137 60 145 59

10,000,000 493 377 500 394
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populations sizes (108), the null was rejected
in about half of the simulation, but this was
true regardless of which model the data
were simulated under (see Table 1 for an
example). Thus the S&Z test does not reliably
distinguish between these two hypotheses
under our simulation conditions. For many
population sizes, the type II error rate is very
high, indicating that the test has no power to
reject the null hypothesis of hybridization,
and in large enough populations, the genes
had signi�cantly different divergence times
even when they were being drawn from the
same distribution.

Our simulation results contradict those of
S&Z. They rejected hybridization only 15% of
the time when the data were simulated un-
der hybridization but rejected hybridization
at least 80% of the time when the data were
simulated under lineage sorting. This dis-
crepancy may be attributed to three sources.
First, they did not simulate any variation in
coalescence time (instead, they assumed that
under lineage sorting, the coalescence time
for gene2 was 1 million years and all other co-
alescence times were 0). Second, they did not
simulate any variation in the number of mu-
tations along the branches of each of the gene
trees. The nucleotide substitution process is
typically modeled as a Poisson process; mu-
tations are rare and are independent of mu-
tations at other sites. In contrast, S&Z speci-
�ed the number of changes on each branch,
and the only variance in their simulations
arose from multiple hits. In essence, they as-
sumed an extremely strict version of a clock
model of evolution, in which a mutation was
added every million years. This methodol-
ogy severely underestimates the variability
one is likely to observe in real sequences.
Finally, their method of bootstrapping to
judge signi�cance differed from ours (they
brie�y describe a bootstrap methodology,
but we have been unable to replicate their
results). Using their simulation protocol, we
have been able to produce 1o values similar
to the values they presented, but our boot-
strapping results indicate that none of these
values of 1o is statistically different from zero
(data not shown).

One potential objection to our simulations
is that we forced both genes to have the same
effective population size. Because the effec-
tive population size of a gene is affected by
many forces of molecular evolution, different
genes might have different effective popula-

tion sizes. For example, genes under balanc-
ing selection have larger effective population
sizesand should therefore have longer coa-
lescence times. If Tk is found to be greater
than Ti , then gene 2 may be under balancing
selection, making it predisposed to lineage
sorting. If such genes are rare and the effec-
tive population size of most genes is small,
S&Z’s assumption that Ti D Tk D T1 under the
hybridization hypothesis might be reason-
able. Therefore, under the assumption that
most genes coalesce rapidly and a few genes
have substantially longer coalescence times,
the S&Z test might yield valid results. How-
ever, S&Z present no data to support the va-
lidity of this assumption, nor do their simula-
tions prove that their test is powerful enough
to detect signal in data with realistic amounts
of variability.

PROSPECTS FOR INFERRING THE HISTORY
OF SPECIES FROM GENE SEQUENCES

No currently available method for in-
ferring species trees or networks uses all
of the information in the data. In light of
the relationship shown in Figure 2, dis-
tinguishing between hybridization and lin-
eage sorting, may not seem feasible. For-
tunately, other sources of information are
relevant to the problem. For example, al-
though both hypotheses can produce the
same gene tree topologies, the proportions
of each of the topologies in a large sample
of genes should differ between the two hy-
potheses. Under hybridization, the genes in
the hybrid taxon should track one parental
species or the other, but if a short internal
branch is leading to lineage sorting prob-
lems, then three topologies might be ex-
pected in almost equal proportions. Even
with two genes sampled, branch length in-
formation, which is ignored in the S&Z
statistic, can help discriminate between hy-
bridization and lineage sorting. For exam-
ple, the gene trees shown in Figures 3A
and 3B have most likely been produced
by different processes from those shown in
Figures 3E and 3F. The gene trees shown
in Figure 3A and 3B appear to be the re-
sult of recent hybridization, whereas those
in Figures 3E and 3F are easily explained by
lineage sorting. The S&Z test ignores all of
the branch length information pertaining to
the putatively hybrid taxon and relies exclu-
sively on the branch lengths between taxa A,
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FIGURE 3. Two pairs of con�icting gene trees for
three taxa A, B, and C with a depiction of how they can
be reconciled with a species history featuring hybridiza-
tion or lineage sorting. The gene trees in (a) and (b) can
easily �t onto a species network under the hybridization
hypothesis shown in (c), but their branch lengths are not
compatible with the lineage sorting hypothesis shown
in (d). The gene trees in (e) and (f) have the same topol-
ogy as those in (a) and (b), but their branch lengths are
easily reconciled with either hybridization (g) or lineage
sorting (h).

C, and the outgroup. Taxon B is effectively re-
moved from the gene trees, resulting in very
similar trees that are dif�cult to distinguish.
Clearly the examples in Figure 3 are extreme,
but they suggest that branch lengths provide
important information that should not be
ignored.

Ideally, each hypothesis of the history of
a group of organisms should be evaluated
by considering all of the compatible gene

trees. A method should consider how proba-
ble the gene tree is, given the species history,
and how probable the observed sequence
data are, given each gene tree (see Maddison
1997, for a more thorough discussion). Hy-
potheses could be evaluated by maximizing
their likelihood, or if a Bayesian perspec-
tive is adopted, by maximizing their poste-
rior probabilities. Maximization of the like-
lihood would be computationally intensive
because likelihoods would be summed over
a huge number of possible gene trees. The
Bayesian approach of using Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods to approxi-
mate the integrals of complex, multidimen-
sional functions may be the best candidate
for incorporating all of the information of
the likelihood function in a computation-
ally feasible way. An ef�cient MCMC al-
gorithm has not been fully worked out for
the problem of gene trees within a species
tree, but algorithms dealing with a related
problem, horizontal transfer across parts of a
tree, have already been shown to be effective
(Huelsenbeck et al., 2000).

Given that maximum likelihood and
Bayesian methods are currently unavailable
for this problem, it is tempting to try to de-
velop a fast, approximate statistic (such as
S&Z’s) to identify the cause of gene incon-
gruence. In reality, the underlying problem
may be too dif�cult for such an approach to
be generally applicable.
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